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Total Quick Strip S/R

Tomorrow’s Technology Today

Item # 780-1G, 780-5G

DESCRIPTION:
ICT Total Quick Strip S/R (780) is a Sprayable, professional high performance paint/
CHARACTERISTICS AND TECHNICAL DATA
coatings stripper. Total Quick Strip S/R (780) is a non-hazardous, water based, ultra low
V.O.C. stripper that can be used for interior and exterior applications. Total Quick Strip
Test Result
S/R (780) does not contain methylene, MEK, NMP, or any other harsh chemicals, therefore making it more user friendly than strippers historically used for the same purposes.
Total Quick Strip S/R (780) will aid in the removal of solvent based acrylic, water based
urethane, varnish, lacquer, adhesives, and other floor finish build-ups and is easy to use.
Appearance Wet…
White

FEATURES & BENEFITS:

APPLICABLE SURFACES:

-Eco Friendly

-Brick/Pavers/Clay Pavers

-Odor/Mild

-Concrete/Masonry

-Low V.O.C.

-Natural Stone

-No neutralizing

-Plaster / Stucco

-

-Pool Deck/ / Driveway’s

Odor…

Mild

Weight Per Gallon…

8.58

V.O.C.

4.9% (50.47 G/L)

Coverage…

50-150 Sq. Ft.

Shelf Life…

1 Year

Packaging…

1 Gal/ 5 Gal

Clean Up…

Soap and Water

PREPARATION:
Shake well before use. Test an area to determine effects and dwell time before use. Always work in small, manageable areas. Pre-clean

area and allow to dry prior to application. Protect all plants and vegetation. Mask off all surfaces you do not want Total Quick Strip S/
R (780) to come in contact with.
APPLICATION:

Shake well before use. Do not dilute. Apply Total Quick Strip S/R (780) liberally ( do not apply thin) to a dry surface with a sprayer, brush, or

roller and allow to dwell a minimum of 30 minutes. Depending on temperature, type of coating, and number of coats, dwell time will vary from 30
minutes to 12 hours. Do not allow product to dry before removing coating. Total Quick Strip S/R (780) goes on white and once it turns clear coating is
ready to be removed. Scrape off or pressure wash with a surface cleaner ( and or ) a turbo tip to remove. Dispose of residue according to local, state,
and federal regulations. Once coating is removed be sure to clean the surface area of all remaining residues by scrubbing, rinsing, power washing etc.
Some coatings may require additional dwell time.

COVERAGE: Coverage will vary due to type of coating/product being removed, temperature, and application methods, but is generally between 50
-150 Sq. Ft. per gallon.

CLEAN UP: Clean up all equipment with soap and water immediately after use. Do not use a metal type sprayer, plastic only.
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All Innovative Concrete Technology Corp. products are manufactured with the finest raw materials. Shelf life is 1 year from the date of manufacturing when
maintained in protected storage of 50°F to 90°F. It is the applicator’s responsibility to determine the appropriate use of the product. All recommendations and
suggestions are made without warranty, express or implied, since conditions of use are beyond ICT’s control. ICT Corp. disclaims any liability incurred in connection with the use of these data or suggestions.
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